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DoskoSport Cases Have Accessories Covered
Two new camo bow cases from DoskoSport have room to
conceal, protect and transport valuable accessories right
along with your customer’s bow. The cases are named for
their compact 44 inch length, but are almost 2 inches thicker
than competing cases. They are also much wider, allowing
users to store and transport a fully loaded quiver. Available in
Camo or Black, the new SE 44 has a sleek exterior with
strengthening body lines and a unique tongue-in-groove hull
for added protection against crushing and warping. (At the
ATA show this January, ArrowTrade saw a DoskoSport sales
rep demonstrate just how rigid these cases are, by standing
on one while it lay on its side.)
In addition to space for the loaded quiver, which can be
secured in place if you mount an additional quiver mount on
the supplied screw bosses, the SE 44 has slots for 12 arrows.
Two straps are provided to secure the bow in place.
The SE PRO 44 Bow Case has the same shape but comes in
camo or a special platinum color with attractive emblems. It

also includes a removable accessory storage box complete
with broadhead holders and broadhead wrench. Quick
release hardware in the case gives your customer the option
of securing the box in the lid or in the bottom, below the bow
strings. Reach the manufacturer at (888)-70SPORT.

MTM Molds Compact New Bolt Case
MTM Molded Products is now making a case for crossbow
bolts (arrows) that is compact and rigid enough to offer full
protection when carried alone or inside soft crossbow cases.
At 24 inches long, 5.9 wide and just 3 inches high, this case will
hold a dozen crossbow arrows with points attached in the
foam carriers.You can stock it in black or in a smoke color that
has clear plastic windows at each end for viewing the contents. The cases secure with two snap over tabs and padlocks
can be used for added security.To see all the arrow and accessory cases from
MTM Molded
Products, contact the Ohio
firm at (937)
890-7461 or circle 103 on the
R e a d e r
Response Card
after page 82.
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Wyoming Firm Develops Knotless Loop
A Rock Springs, Wyoming firm has developed a small
product that can be a big money-maker for archery retailers
that can service bows.The Knotless Loop offers some weight
savings over tied-on loops or metal loops, cannot come off
the string and provides a clean, custom look. Like other
tight-fitting loops, you can adjust it to hold the peep sight in
perfect alignment at full draw.
To install, you need to relax the bow and remove one end
of the bow string. The loop slips over in a figure 8 (at bottom) then is pulled into shape. As each end tightens around
the string, it forms a stiff loop that won’t loosen or shift but
can be removed and used on a replacement string. Best of
all, most customers will need your service skills to install it.
Reach R Enterprises toll-free at (866) 547-9900.
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High Point Products Now Are Hole Free
High Point has developed ways to mount some of its
popular accessory holders to treestands without the
need to use a self-tapping screw and adhesive tape.
That answers the concerns of customers who may
worry about voiding a treestand warranty. At far left,
there is a new clamp for 1 inch round tubing that combines a self hinge with a wingnut. It works with the
hardware of the firm’s bow or gun holders. At left, this 3-ounce kit for holding a
quiver to a treestand works with round
or square tubing, and has the small base
plate that rotates and locks in place
every 5 degrees so your customer can
position the arrows out of the way, yet
in easy reach. It’s shown below with a
quiver. Reach High Point in
Pennsylvania by calling (866) 674-6480

Max Hunter Gives 1/4” View
Jim Fletcher Archery has added the
Max Hunter Peep to the firm’s line of
TruPeep sights. The
Max Hunter has a full
1/4" hole for low
light situations and
to allow the shooter
to center up their
round pin guard or
scope on short-axle
bows.
Like
all
TruPeeps, the Max
Hunter is machined
from 7075-T6 aluminum, is colored
flat black and has a
lifetime warranty. For
pricing details, call
the California firm at
(760) 379-2589
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BCY Supplying Serving Saver
BCY now manufactures and distributes
Serving Saver. President Ray Browne said,
“Serving Saver is the solution to buss cable
serving separation problems.This specially formulated material is used to replace the buss
cable serving on all bows but particularly on
one cam bows. Because of its flat design and
wear resistance, Serving Saver really works.”
Saver will now be sold on standard jig spools
which fit in all standard servers. As a result of
improved manufacturing techniques, the price
of Serving Saver has been significantly
reduced. “Serving Saver may also be used on
center servings where the release sometimes
wears the serving. Just apply an inch or two of
Serving Saver over the top of the existing serving below the nock set,“ Browne said.
For more information, call ( 860) 632 7115.

Tink’s Revamps Packaging
Tink’s has revamped packaging throughout
the entire line to make it more attractive and
consistent. Every product is now under the
Tink’s brand, one of the best-known in the
hunting industry. Liquid scents like the #69
Doe-In-Rut and Trophy Buck Lure all come in
special amber plastic bottles with tops that
can be used to dispense a single drop or send
a stream of the scent into a scrape from several feet away. Reach Tink’s at (800) 624-5988.

Circle 66 on Response Card
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Toxonics Has Bright New Top Dog Sights
Toxonics has brightened up its hunting sight line with the
addition of wrapped fiber optic pins that protect the spooled
fibers within the body of the sight. The Top Dog K9-5T houses steel-bodied .029 fiber optic pins within a big 50 mm
machined aluminum pin guard. These pins provide what
Toxonics calls True Horizontal Alignment. They’re set into
dual tracks that are angled so the fiber optic aim points form
a perfect line when viewed from the shooter’s perspective, no
matter how they’re gripping the bow.“Pick up any of our Top
Dog sights and look at the pins from the top, through the scalloped opening of the pin guard,”
President Scott Slates said. “You’ll see
the aim points are stacked right on top
of each other. You’ll never see a sawtooth line of aim points when you draw
back with a Top Dog sight, or feel like
you need to torque the grip to bring
them back in line. Narrow pins with
True Horizontal Alignment, backed up
with a level, are the best for accurate shooting, and provide a
much better view of your quarry than vertical in-line pins.”
The fiber optic aim points connect with multiple wraps of
the same fiber to provide a total length of 8 inches per pin, for
great pin visibility in low-light conditions. “All Top Dog sights
feature a reversible offset extension bar, which fits the sighting window of all types of bows and accommodates all shooting styles,” Slates explained. “The windage slide is also
reversible to eliminate the need for spacers or shims. And the
fact that these sights are made in our own factory here in
Wentzville, Missouri, rather than being ordered from overseas,
means we can offer them in more styles.”
The K9-5T shown is a “toolless” version that uses locks and
levers machined of the same tough 6061-T6 aluminum as the
sight body.You make the gang windage and elevation adjust-
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Circle 185 on Response Card

ments with these fingertip adjustments. The K9-5 is a good
choice for the hunter who wants to lock in his settings with
allen wrenches and who won’t change them during the season. If they’re used to shooting a scope in competition or
need extra magnification to see the animal clearly, show them
the K9-5M. A ground premium glass lens mounts to the
shooter side of the pin guard with a threaded retaining ring
that carries its own fluorescent green aim ring. The premium
K9-5MT incorporates both toolless adjustments and magnification.
For more information on the Toxonics K9-5 and compact
three-pin K9-3 sights, call Toxonics at (800) 748-8083.

Doinker Dyna-Tune Models Are Adjustable
Leven Industries has introduced new Dyna-Tune models
that can be adjusted to reduce or increase the amount of flexing the front weight does at the shot, allowing hunters to
tune them to the degree of isolation desired. They’re a good
option for archers who can feel the difference between stabilizers and who may not be happy with an “off the shelf” setup.
Each model of the Doinker Dyna-tune feature a mid-body
of aluminum or steel which can be adjusted to reduce or
increase the pressure on the classic Doinker D2 or grenadeshaped Doinker A-Bomb component. The stabilizers are all
five inches in length, but since you can opt for aluminum or
steel weights on the four styles range from 9.9 to 12.7 ounces.
Each comes with 4-in-1 CamoSkins, so you or the customer
can
apply
the preferred
pattern to
the
midbody
and
end weight.
Reach Leven
Industries at
(818) 7002899.
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Add it
uparker
Phoenix 34 Outfitter
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Phoenix 34 Bow
Montana Black Gold Sight
Quick Shot Whisker Biscuit
Two Piece Quiver
4 Super Carbon Arrows
Sims LS Mods
Sims Limb Savers
Total
Sims String Leeches
Value
$860
Angled Peep Sight
Braided Bow Sling
Factory Set Up—Ready to Shoot

vs.
$ 719.95

Switchback
Bow

+ Hat

$ 769.95

LIFETIME

WARRANTY
PARKER COMPOUND BOWS • MINT SPRING, VA
540-337-5426 • www.parkerbows.com

Done
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Still want that “free”
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